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Abstract. Currently, various biometric modalities are used to perform human identification 

or user verification. Although the research results are promising, the constant development 

of biometric systems is needed. Recently, biometric systems are also implemented for mo-

bile devices, services and applications. In this article, the review of current trends in mobile 

biometrics is discussed. The paper also describes the most challenging aspects like aging, 

template protection or wide users’ acceptance. Finally, palmprints are described as the trait 

that may give promising results and could be implemented widely in mobile biometrics. 
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1. Introduction 

Using mobile phones is increasingly popular all over the world. The Interna-

tional Telecommunication Union presented statistics of mobile phone popularity 

[1], which show that the ratio between the number of an active mobile-cellular  

telephone subscription and the number of world inhabitants was 99.7% in 2016, 

while in developed countries the ratio was 126.7% (more multiple-numbers users).  

The ratio has been constantly increasing since 2005. 

Hence, biometrics cannot miss such a big field of possible implementation. It is 

remarkable that almost each mobile device has its own built-in camera and other 

various elements (e.g. accelerometer, microphone) that may be used to acquire  

biometric data. On the other hand, the majority of mobile phones has a weak secu-

rity mechanism like inappropriate passwords or even no protection. Most users are 

overwhelmed by passwords, which give access to various resources or services:  

e-mail box, mobile phone, bank account, credit card or even online shops, and it is 

hardly possible to remember each of them. However, the security level may be  

improved by biometrics [2].  
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The paper is the overview of the challenges in biometrics, and hereby the mobi-

le approach is described in detail. It is organized as follows: section 2 contains the 

information about biometrics in general. In section 3, the mobile scenario of bio-

metrics with current trends and problems is described. In section 4, the description 

of the possibility to use palmprint biometrics in the mobile scenario is given. The 

conclusions are provided afterwards. 

2. Biometrics 

2.1. Biometric features classification 

However, in the artificial intelligence domain, biometrics is an automatic person 

recognition based on unique physical or behavioral attributes [3]. Fingerprints may 

be assumed as the oldest biometric trait. The fact of their existence has been known 

since ancient Babylon and China [4]. They impressed fingerprints into a clay tablet 

in order to prove the legacy of the contract. The first idea of fingerprint identifica-

tion was proposed by Henry Faulds in his paper to Nature (1880). Then, the idea 

was widely implemented in forensic systems of Scotland Yard (1901) or FBI 

(1970s). 

Nowadays, biometrics are used not only in criminal investigations but also for 

common user identification. Biometric attributes cannot be lost or forgotten and are 

mostly  unchangeable during a human’s life and are unique [5]. Their uniqueness is 

visible clearly in the case of twins, as presented in Figure 1. While it is difficult to 

distinguish between twins using face recognition (a), it is much easier to identify 

them by fingerprint (b) or iris (c). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Twins identification using different biometric traits [4] 

Obviously, modalities which can be analyzed in biometric systems are numer-

ous, for instance: face by Zhao et al. in [6], palmprint by Zhang et al. in [5], ear by 

Choraś in [7], ear 3D by Nappi et al. in [8] or iris by Daugman in [9]. The full  
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variety of biometrics features is presented in Figure 2. It is visible that there many 

possible attributes to analyze. The whole biometric recognition system has to fulfil 

such requirements as [3, 10]: 

‒ acceptability: a society widely accepts the identification method; 

‒ circumvention: the identification process is invariant to fraudulent samples; 

‒ collectability: an acquiring process is easy to perform; 

‒ invariance: the attribute is invariant against time; 

‒ performance: a high accuracy achieved in an accepted time of computing; 

‒ uniqueness: each person has a single identification; 

‒ universality: each person possesses a recognized feature. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The variety of biometrics features [3] 

2.2. Biometric systems 

The system uses information about a person and identifies him or her. In gen-

eral, it is a pattern recognition system. The main idea, explaining how it works, is 

presented in Figure 3. Before the identification, an enrollment process has to be 

performed. In this step, the samples are analyzed and stored in a database. There 

are many sets of samples available online and, due to their diversity, they are de-

scribed in detail afterwards. The proper identification consists basically of four 
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steps. In the sample acquisition part, the system gets the sample using different  

acquiring devices like a camera, microphone or a special iris scanner. Then, the 

pre-processing has to be performed to enhance the sample (image, voice record or 

other) and provide higher accuracy. The next part is features extraction, where the 

sample is converted into a vector of features. The last step is comparing the vector 

of features with vectors stored in the database. 

The other thing is user verification, where the system has to decide if the evalu-

ated person may get the access to the protected resource or not. However, this kind 

of system works similar to the biometric identification system. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Biometric recognition system [11] 

3. Mobile biometrics 

3.1. Classic vs. mobile approach 

Jillela and Ross in [12] presented some key points of biometrics in a mobile 

scenario, which are: 

‒ Data privacy: the identification template is usually stored in the mobile phone 

memory. Thus, it has to be protected carefully and encrypted to protect the data 

from leaking. 

‒ Ease of multi-biometric data acquisition: a smartphone is equipped with various 

sensors, while a multimodal system is claimed to be more reliable. 

‒ Low operational cost: due to a reducing size and an increasing computational 

power of processing units, the cost of performing the identification seems to be 

minimal. 

‒ Market penetration: the popularity of mobile phones is enormous and is still in-

creasing. In highly developed countries, even children own their mobile phones. 
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‒ Multi-factor authentication: thanks to the specific construction of mobile pho-

nes, the biometric identification may be combined with some traditional kinds 

of protection like a password or with the geospatial data (GPS). 

‒ Portability: the mobile phone is carried by its owner to different places and lo-

cations. 

‒ Remote identification: according to the lower computational power, the mobile 

system may be implemented rather for verification purpose (1:1 matching) than 

for identification (1:N matching). However, the identification is possible, when 

the biometric data is securely transferred to the server or to the cloud. 

3.2. Template protection 

While the mobile technology is developing and mobile phones include a con-

stantly growing number of biometric sensors, more and more sensitive biological 

data is stored in the smartphone memory. This kind of data, often called the tem-

plate, has to be protected. Recently, some reports have been published that the  

biometric data may be intercepted or leaked without owner permission. It is re-

markable that any password once stolen may be changed, although the fingerprint 

cannot be changed. In [13] authors claimed that fingerprint samples may be stolen 

by hackers from Samsung Galaxy S5 devices running the Android 4.4 or older  

operating system. The same research team found a security hole in a HTC Max 

One device. In this case, the scanned fingerprint image was stored in a BMP file 

without any encryption. Moreover, access to this file was opened for all running 

applications. Earlier, a group of German scientists proved that fingerprint scanners 

in Samsung Galaxy S5 and iPhone 5 are possible to defraud with a false fingerprint 

sample [14]. All vendors received notifications from researchers and claimed to 

patch all detected vulnerabilities.  

3.3. The effect of aging 

Biometric features are useful in human identification, however they may be  

affected and become different while the time is passing. Lanitis in [15] and Backer 

et al. in [16] proved that each biometric feature is more or less sensitive to aging, 

which is presented in  Table 1. The age progression may affect biometric features 

in numerous ways. First of all, some minutiae may become less visible or even  

disappear (fingerprints). Features are not robust to many diseases that may change 

human movement (gait) or appearance (face). 

In the mobile scenario as well as others, the aging may be a difficulty. Nowa-

days, people at every age possess and commonly use mobile phones. A sample  

acquired from one person as a child may not be accurate for this person as an adult.  

Ageing in biometrics has two different meanings. The first is the absolute age of 

the identified person, but it is also the time gap between the sample acquiring and 

the identification process. 
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Table 1  

Aging effects for different biometric features [15] 

Feature Aging effects 

Face growth, lower skin elasticity, obesity, lifestyle, diabetes 

Iris cataract, glaucoma 

Fingerprints lower skin elasticity, injuries 

Hand geometry growth, arthritis 

Palmprint lower skin elasticity, injuries 

Voice 
lower ability to pump air by lungs, atrophy of vocal muscle, laryn-

gitis, neck cancer 

Gait, body movement reduced muscle strength, Parkinson disease, strokes 

Signature decreased velocity and acceleration of writing 

3.4. Vulnerability 

While the biometric traits are used for user identification, the whole process is 
performed without any supervision. Thus, the system may be at risk of attack.  
Basically, there are two kinds of attacks: direct, where the fake biometric trait e.g. 
gummy finger is used to identification or indirect, where the application mecha-
nism is corrupted. In [17] it was assumed that a fake biometric sample has a differ-
ent quality than the real acquired sample. The possible differences are among  
others color, luminance and sharpness. Then, by calculating some measures, it was 
possible to verify whether the sample was fake or not. In [18] it was assumed that 
spoofing attacks are performed mostly by acquiring the sample from the screen of  
a mobile device or from a printed picture. However, both the screen and the piece 
of paper are surfaces where reflectance is different from the human skin. 

3.5. Computing 

Obviously, a computing performance available in a mobile phone is lower than 
in a personal computer or any server. Thus, processing may be performed: by  
a mobile phone, by a server or in a cloud. 

Computing performed by a mobile phone was proposed among others in [19] to 
real time voice and face recognition, where the whole biometric process has to be 
extremely well optimized, and the recognition pattern stored in the memory has to 
be secured. As a part of optimization, it was assumed that a face is placed in the 
middle of the acquired image. The other aspect is implementing the Boosted Bina-
ry Features for voice analysis instead of a commonly used artificial neural network. 

The other solution is to move computing tasks to a server, where the most im-
portant aspect is to provide a secure connection between the mobile device and the 
server. In [20] Wu et al. proposed a three-factor remote authentication system 
based on: the biometrics, the password and the storage device. Positive authentica-
tion is possible only in the following situation: The imprint, the password and some 
hash functions are used to calculate the message, which is sent to the server and 
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encrypted there. Then the server sends a second message, which is decrypted by 
the mobile and verified. Three wrong verifications are possible, then the user is  
rejected. 

Computing performed in a cloud was described for instance by Bommagani et 

al. in [21] to face recognition, where providing the cloud and the connection securi-

ty is essential. Moreover, the additional method of template protection was pro-

posed. The acquired image is processed by a face detector, pre-processing and 

eventually the template h based on the LBP histogram is generated. The template is 

modified by an orthonormal matrix A, random permutation matrix P and a blinding 

vector b. The template H stored in database is calculated as a result of the Eq. (1). 

 � = ��� ∙ �� ∙ ℎ�+ � (1) 

3.6. User acceptance 

Although biometrics is increasingly popular, the users’ acceptance seems to be 

discussed less often than it should be. A consumer perspective of a biometric sys-

tem are presented, for instance, by Lancelot Miltgen et al. in [22] or by El-Abed et 

al. in [23]. In state-of-art articles, the following factors may be important in study-

ing the users’ perception: 

‒ Sociodemography: depends on age, gender, religion, abilities and personal 

experiences of users; 

‒ Confidence: depends on users’ feedback and if they trust the system; 

‒ Ease of use: depends on processing time and a sensor quality; 

‒ Privacy issues: depends on potential risk, if the system is easy to defraud, if the 

template is secured; 

‒ Physical invasiveness: depends on a biometric sensor, if the contact is needed or 

the sample acquisition is contactless; 

‒ Cultural issues: depends on the user culture. 

3.7. Databases 

As mentioned before, there are numerous biometric features that may be used 

for the identification or the authorization process. Afterwards, the most popular da-

tabases with a short description and a set of samples are presented. 

CASIA Databases [24] are widely used in biometric research. The exemplary 

images are presented in Figure 4. Iris, fingerprint, face, palmprint, handwriting and 

signature databases are provided. 

PolyU Databases [25] were created at the University in Hong Kong and also 

may be used to analyze different features. This set of samples regards to the hand 

region (knuckles, palmprints), the facial region (irises, faces, tongues, ears), and to 

health features (pulse, ECG). Images coming from the PolyU databases are pre-

sented in Figure 5. 
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The other database is IITD [26]. It contains the following biometric features:  

a palmprint, an ear and an iris. The images from this database are presented in  

Figure 6. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Images form CASIA databases: A) an iris, B) a fingerprint, 

C) a palmprint, D) a handwriting and E) a face [24] 

 

Fig. 5. Images from PolyU databases: A) face, B) palmprint and C) knuckle [25] 

 

Fig. 6. Images from IITD databases: A) an iris, B) a palmprint and C) an ear [26] 
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However, all above-mentioned databases are not truly multimodal. They consist 

of a few databases, each concerning one specific biometric feature. Nevertheless, 

they do not ensure that the same set of people was involved in the process of  

acquiring samples. On the other hand, real multimodal databases are also available. 

As an example, the BiosecurID database proposed by Fierrez et al. in [27] may be 

enumerated. It includes eight biometric traits acquired from 400 people. The sam-

ple of a database contents is presented in Figure 7. Apart from fingerprints, palm-

prints, irises and faces, which are visible in the Figure, samples of speech, hand-

written signature, handwritten text and keystroking are available. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Images from BiosecurID database: A) a fingerprint acquired by an optical sensor, 

B) a fingerprint acquired by a thermal sensor, C) a palmprint, D) an iris and  

E) a face [27] 

3.8. Multi-modality  

According to the Ross and Jain overview in [28], the biometric system that 

analyses a single feature can be affected by a variety of problems such as noisy da-

ta, intra-class variations, spoof attacks or unacceptable error rates. To overcome 

these limitations, the multimodal systems are provided. However, a tradeoff  

between computing cost and matching accuracy has to be estimated [29]. Depend-

ing on the kind of a multiplication, various scenarios are possible. 
‒ Multiple sensors: several sensors acquire a multiple sample of the same biome-

tric feature, which are analyzed with the same algorithms; 

‒ Multiple units: two or more samples are acquired, it is possible especially in  

case of fingerprints or iris, where two fingers or two eyes may be analyzed; 

‒ Multiple classifiers: one sample is acquired and it is analyzed more than once, 

multiple classifiers operate on the same set of extracted features, 
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‒ Multiple snapshots: two samples of the same feature are acquired by the same 

sensor and analyzed with the same algorithms; 

‒ Multiple features: multiple features are analyzed; two different sensors are  

essential. 

3.9. Feature extraction 

One of the key points of biometric identification system is features extraction. 

There are dozens of methods available, but of image based biometrics they may be 

divided into three groups: 

‒ Color: the most intuitive approach, for instance a histogram can be calculated, 

a color may be analyzed both in the RGB and HSV domain like in [30]; 

‒ Shape: this approach uses the geometry of biometric traits, for instance the  

shape of a human ear in [31], where an area, a perimeter, an eccentricity, an 

elongation, a compactness, a horizontal height, a vertical height, a major axis,  

a minor axis, a circularity and a rectangularity are estimated; 
‒ Texture: the most popular approach, for instance it is a 2D Gabor filter, which is 

represented in Eq. (2) and used in [32] 

 	�
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‒ Hybrid: in this approach, two types of features are extracted, like color and 

texture features used in [33]. 

3.10. Limitations 

Apart from the effect of aging, biometric systems have other common limita-

tions. First of all, there is a problem of acquiring device. While for acquiring the 

image of the user’s face only the camera is needed, for getting the gait sample is 

much more complicated. There are also numerous applications of veins pattern 

recognition systems [34], but is hardly possible to implement them widely, due to 

the cost of the very specific devices. 

The other limitation may be a liveliness detection [35]. It may be described as 

checking, if the acquired sample is real or fake. This weakness of biometric face 

recognition system was used to false verification to personal computer and Android 

phones as well, where the photo of real user was placed in front of the camera and 

the system verified it positively. To solve this problem, different approaches were 

presented, for instance eye tracking in [36] or optical flow calculation in [37]. 

The last but not least are the methods limitations. Some features extraction  

methods are not invariant to sample rotations (HOG) or illumination variations  

(eigenfaces technique). 
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4. Palmprints in a mobile biometric system 

Palmprints are not as popular as fingerprints or an iris, while the palmprint re-

search are promising, for instance having 98.41% accuracy in [38] or 98.15% in 

[39]. Despite a smaller popularity, they are very good features to distinguish indi-

viduals, even in the case of twins. They are formed between the 3
rd

 and 5
th
 month 

of pregnancy. First of all, palmprints have a rich texture. Thus, availability of many 

key points enables more efficient recognition, and lower resolution images are 

needed to proceed the identification. It may indicate that the size of an analyzed 

image is reduced and eventually, the whole process uses less computational power. 

Unfortunately, most databases are not designed for a mobile application. Some of 

them use special devices for acquiring the sample, for instance the iris scanner, 

which is not included in the smartphone in general. That may be a reason for creat-

ing the new database dedicated to the mobile scenario exclusively. Acquiring 

a palmprint sample is relatively simple. The only device needed is a camera, which 

is available on each smartphone. The quality of samples is sufficient, because 

smartphones are equipped with cameras with good parameters (one of commonly 

used Sony smartphone, Sony Xperia Z5 has 23 Mpix camera). This kind of sample 

acquisition is also user-friendly, because touching any device is not essential. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the crucial aspects of mobile biometrics are discussed. We have 

elaborated on the motivation to use mobile biometric systems, on their security, 

protection and computing performance. Moreover, we have discussed the  

challenges such as ageing, feature extraction, database creation and multimodality. 

Finally, palmprints are described as having great potential for application in mobile 

scenarios. 

The plans and the future work is to propose innovative methods for mobile bi-

ometrics using a palmprint as modality. The methods will be based on image pro-

cessing and machine learning. 
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